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A report for our visitors
Roberto Cingolani, Scientific Director

Dear Readers,
This document provides quantitative and qualitative information about
the goals achieved by the Fondazione Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT)
over the first 5 years of activity. We believe that this could be a useful tool
for those who would like to understand which activities IIT carries out and
how IIT is growing. Please do not hesitate to contact us for any further
clarification as well as for any technical - scientific question you might
have at the following e-mail address: segreteriascientifica@iit.it.

IIT Milestones:
2004-2005: according to the institutional law of November 2003, an
international board of experts was constituted for the drafting of the
statute, the governance and the structure of the Fondazione IIT.
2005-2008: the Start-up Phase. The Institute began its scientific activity
on December 8, 2005, with the appointment of the Scientific Director.
The 36 month start-up phase ended in December 2008. In July 2006
the directors were chosen through an announcement made in the
international journals Nature and Science. Out of the 155 scientists
who applied from all over the world, the list was narrowed down to 23
candidates. The evaluation was made by internationally themed panels
established ad hoc. Six directors were selected from different countries:
United States of America, France, Great Britain, and Italy. During the
start-up phase a building of close to 30,000 square meters situated in
Genoa was remodeled to become the central research laboratory (CRL)
and was designed to have 20,000 square meters of laboratories for
physics, chemistry, life science, pharmacology, electron microscopy, clean
room, etc… This process can be viewed on our website: www.iit.it/startup.
Finally it was possible to launch PhD scholarships in collaboration with
a multidisciplinary network of universities and research institutions in
Italy. After interviewing and evaluating many candidates, the scientists
were brought onto the team. Even though during the start-up period
results were not expected, the staggered launching of laboratories and of
different departments permitted the accomplishment of positive results
in terms of publications, patents, and contracts in the very first years of
scientific activity.
2009- today: the CRL was completed and a staff of about 600 people
was hired as of December 2010. In the last quarter of 2009 IIT launched
10 laboratories (the IIT research center network ) at important Italian
research institutions and universities. These centers were established for
a 5 year period, renewable on the basis of the assessment made by the IIT
Scientific and Technical Committee (STC; http://www.iit.it/en/about-us/
organisation/scientific-and-technical-committee.html) and will be at a
steady state in 2011. The centers in the IIT network exploit infrastructures
provided by the host institutions, where IIT scientists work with their own
instruments. Numerous researchers and students from the host facility
collaborate with IIT staff, thus promoting the synergy between IIT and
Italian universities and research centers. The national research center
network of IIT is shown in Figure 1.
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What does IIT do: the scientific plan
The Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia is a research institute with a highly interdisciplinary focus on both basic and applied
research, within the frame of a three year scientific plan approved by the IIT Scientific and Technical Committee and the
governing bodies of the foundation. The interdisciplinary nature of IIT stems mainly from the widespread scientific vision
articulated in 7 complementary and synergetic scientific-technological platforms: Robotics, Neuroscience, Drug Discovery
Development and Diagnostics - D4, Portable energy, Environment Health and Safety – EHS, Smart Materials, Computation. The
scientific plan can be viewed on the website (www.iit.it); the scientific-technological platforms can be viewed in Figure 2.
The platforms follow three basic criteria:
›› each platform has a “cultural zone” that overlaps the neighboring platforms in order to guarantee that the results are useful
and functional for the development of the others. For instance, the Energy platform and the Robotics platform overlap in a
common area dedicated to creating a self-powered robot.
›› referring to Figure 2, starting with Robotics, the strategic plan moves in an anticlockwise fashion towards the life-sciences
and in a clockwise fashion towards the hard-sciences. This circular pattern joins at the EHS platform (Environment Health and
Safety), facing problems with the highest innovative value, relevant social and technological impact such as nanotoxicity and
the effects that artificial nanometric systems have on living organisms.
›› the presence of a platform providing computational know-how to all the activities of IIT to develop numerical simulations and modeling.
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Fig.2 Research platforms of Scientific Plan 2009 - 2011.

The structure of the scientific plan is at the root of the high interdisciplinary profile of the staff at IIT. Figure 3 specifically
outlines 17 areas of study, almost equally
divided between hard and life sciences.
Philosophy
The interdisciplinary nature of the IIT
laboratories is highlighted by the variety of
the departments at the CRL (spanning from
Neuroscience to Nanochemistry) and of the
IIT centers, located at prestigious institutions
and diversified in their objective of research,
expertise and background. In particular the
departments of the CRL are:

Pedagogy
Industrial Design 0.43%
Mathematics 1.28%
Material Science 1.71%
Psychology 2.35%
Biotecnologies 4.27%

›› Robotics Brain and Cognitive Sciences - RBCS

Physics17.31%

Biology 8.55%

3,80% Other
0.85% Natural Sciences
Biochemistry
1.50% Pharmacology
1.92% Medicine
3.85%Medicinal Chemistry
4.91% IT
11.75% Chemistry

›› Advanced Robotics - ADVR
›› Neuroscience and Brain Technologies - NBT

33.76% Engineering

›› Drug Discovery and Development - D3
›› Nanochemistry - NACH
›› Nanophysics - NAPH
›› Nanostructures - NAST

Fig.3 Staff – Distribution per profile
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As shown in Figure 1, the centers of the network involve institutions operating in different research areas. This organization gives
the Foundation access to the most advanced know-how in fields necessary for the development of its scientific plan and brings
to the maximum the positive collaboration among Italian institutions. Figure 4 shows which departments and centers focus
their research on the different platforms. As shown on the vertical axis, each platform is developed through the contribution
of several departments/centers and monitored through measurable milestones and deliverables. The horizontal axis shows the
development of the interdisciplinary work of each center or department.
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Fig.4 Distribution of the research activities of the network and of the departments at the CRL across the different thematic platforms of the
scientific plan.

IIT’s performance over the last 5 years
The founding pillars for international visibility and scientific reputation of a research institute are:
›› The draw for young scientific researchers
›› International staff
›› Publications and bibliometric indicators
›› Fundraising
It is necessary to track the evolution of these parameters within a time frame that is long enough to be significant and especially
when the institution is in a steady state. In IIT’s case, after a time period of 5 years, in which 3 years were dedicated to the
infrastructure and to recruitment, it is possible to begin to discuss trends and initial results. It is important to keep in mind that
these results are susceptible to improve over the next few years when the overall activity and infrastructure will be at a steady
state and the normal initial problems will be resolved.
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The staff
The staff at the CRL reached the number forecasted by the scientific plan 2009-2011, while the staff working in the research
centers, launched in September 2009, is at 50% of the forecasted growth.
The histogram in figure 5 shows the increase of the total staff in the CRL and IIT centers. Once the steady state will be reached
( by the end of 2011 - beginning of 2012) IIT plans to spread to around 1,000 people overall.
Figure 6 shows the distribution by category of the entire staff in December 2010. There is clearly a dominant percentage of
scientific staff and technical support with a fairly light administrative structure, like in the majority of international research
institutes. In December 2010 the IIT centers counted 190 out of about 750 total staff members. Figure 7 shows the age
distribution of researchers within the typology of the scientific profiles, indicating a good balance among them. The average age
at the institute is 34 while the average age for roles of high esteem (senior researchers and directors) is 49.
Concerning the appeal of the institute to young researchers, it is important to point out that the large presence of post-doc and
PhD not only lowers the average age of the personnel at the institute but also guarantees a turnover of new young researchers
every three years. The origin of scientists from over 30 countries from all over the world supports the international nature of
the staff and indicates the inversion of the “brain drain” phenomenon (Figure 8). Noticeably, 48% of the researchers come from
abroad (28% foreign researchers and 20% Italian researchers who came back) and 52% are Italian.
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Fig.5 IIT Staff: scientists, technicians, administratives e PhD students.
Visiting researchers and fellows are not included (over 50 during 2010).

Fig.6 Staff as of December 2010: scientists 75.9%, technicians 11.4%, administrative 12.6%

Average age of IIT staff: 34 years
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Fig.7 Age distribution of researchers at IIT as of December 2010.
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Fig.8 December 2010 - IIT researchers’ nationalities (blu areas).

This data shows how IIT has been able to attract young scientists of different seniorities and different backgrounds from all
over the world. This is the result of a careful hiring process and of the global opportunity given in terms of job offers, scientific
environment and research budget, congruent with the best international practices. In the future, these characteristics of the
Institute will be constantly monitored and reinforced, with particular attention to the process of selection and evaluation of
the scientific personnel, in order to provide a high quality career path. Such important matters will be the object of particular
consideration in the next years of activity.
Publications and Bibliometric Indicators
The graphic in Figure 9 shows the growing scientific productivity of IIT in the first 5 years of its life. In April 2011, IIT counted
about 1800 scientific publications, 70% of which were published in the last two years, when the start-up phase ended and the
CRL was completed. The IIT network produced approximately 160 publications in 2010 even with the staff and laboratories in
a state of development. Along with the achievement of a steady state, the quality of the publications is consistently growing.
The publications include articles in scientific journals
reviewed by an international editorial board, full papers
and proceedings at international conferences with
peer reviews and book/ book chapters. It is necessary
to clarify that the impact of the proceedings from
international conferences can be at different levels
in relationship to the scientific field. In relation to
Robotics, one of the largest platforms at IIT, the full
papers at international conferences are by far the most
recognizable deliverables to the scientific community.
The full statistics on the scientific productivity of an
interdisciplinary institution like IIT, that publishes across
different fields, requires the analysis from more than
one database, (Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed etc.).
It is however possible to check the updated productivity
of IIT in the purposely developed site visible at
http://www.iit.it/en/results/publications.html.
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Fig.9 IIT publications on international journals: full papers, conference
proceedings with peer review, books o books chapters.
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Fig.10 Statistical distribution by Impact Factors of IIT
publications on international journals.

Figure 10 demonstrates the percentage of publications in international journals subdivided by their Impact Factor (IF). The
papers with a high impact factor (IF > 7; such as: Advanced Materials, JACS, Nature publishing, PNAS, Physical Review Letters,
Neuron, etc..) represent 21% of the total publications; it is very important to note that the majority of these publications took
place in the last two years, matching the expectations of the achievement of a steady state of regime.
The fraction of publications with an Impact Factor between 4 and 7 includes all the main international journals specialized in a
particular sector of a research area (American Physical Society, Applied Physics Letters etc…): their minor impact factor depends
on the smaller target community and not on the quality of the journals.
Analogous considerations can be made for the publications with an IF between 1 and 4 coming from the IIT robotic community
which contributed in a relevant way to the overall productivity of IIT.
Figure 11 shows a detailed analysis of the scientific production of IIT, referring to the publications that appear in the most
prestigious international journals (with an IF >7), in which IIT published in the last few years. One can clearly deduce the
interdisciplinary nature of the Institute, which significantly involves many scientific areas of high technological content. Notably,
twenty five IIT publications have been published by the Nature Publishing Group.
The bibliometric indicators of IIT show a constant growth, confirmed also by the stable presence of many senior investigators in
the Top Italian Scientist list drafted by “Via Academy” (www.tisreports.com) and made of researchers with an h-Factor > 30. As
an example, we mention Dr. Liberato Manna, director of the Nanochemistry facility at the CRL, whose h-factor is 35, excellent
result in comparison to his young age (39), and who ranked 24th in the worldwide top 100 chemist list (www.sciencewatch.com
of Thompson Reuters).
A further element of evaluation comes from the recent classification of research institutes made by Scimago Inst Ranking of
2010 (www.scimagojr.com). The Scimago classification looks at the period 2004-2008 and considers all the research institutions
in the world that have published at least 100 articles in 2008. Since in this period of examination IIT still did not exist (2004)
or was in construction (2005-2008), its absolute position in the Scimago scale (2823 of 2833 institutions) reflects the small
total output of publications in those years compared to other international institutions (at the lead we find the Chinese Science
Academy, the French CNRS and the Russian Science Academy). However, Scimago, not only considers the quantity but also
the quality of outputs. Numeral indicators assigned to each institute describe the percentage of the publications in the journals
with high impact (scientific journals in the top 25%), and the factor of Normalized Impact (NI) compares the total impact of the
institute with the average impact of the institutes in the world that operate under the same field. In the case of IIT the indicators
show that 64% of the articles published within the period of observation were published in the top journals and that NI is equal
to 1,77 (NI world average being 1). On the basis of the NI factor, IIT is ranked among the top 370 institutes in the world (out of
2833) and among the top 13 in Italy (out of 124), being given a “green mark of scientific excellence” by Scimago.
Along with this data, taking into account the objective limitations of the bibliometric indicators and the young age of IIT, it is
clear that the Institute is growing quickly and positively also in terms of international visibility.
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Journal of the American Chemical Society [8,58]
Journal of Neuroscience [7,17]
Nano Letters [9,99]
Biomaterials [7,36]
ACS Nano [7,49]
Current Biology [10,99]
Neuron [13]
Progress in Neurobiology [9,14]
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences [9,43]
Nature Reviews Neuroscience [26,48]
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Nature Nanotechnology [26,3]
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Physical Review Letters [7,32]
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PLoS Biology [12,90]
Nature Methods [16,87]
Journal of Cell Biology [9,5]
Cancer Research [7,54]
Science [29,74]
American Journal of Human Genetics [12,30]
Trends in Neurosciences [12,79]
Biological Psychiatry [8,9]
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Cell Metabolism [17,35
Current Opinion in Neurobiology [7,21]
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Human Molecular Genetics [7,38]
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Nature Protocols [22,86]
Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis and Vascular Biology [7,23]
Annals of Rheumatic Diseases [8,11]
Gut [9,35]
Trends in Cell Biology [12,11]
Trends in Immunology [8,76]
Genes and Development [12]
Stem Cells [7,74]
Brain Research Review [7,39]
Lancet [30,75]
Nano Today [13,23]
Physics Reports [17,75]
Trends in Cognitive Sciences [11,66]
International Journal of Neuroscience [7,17]
EMBO Journal [8,99]
European Heart Journal [9,8]
Nucleic Acids Research [7,47]
Physiological Reviews [37,72]
Nature [34,48]
Nature Medicine [27,13]
Nature Photonics [22,86]
Nature Reviews - Molecular Cell Biology [42,19]
Nature Reviews Drug Discovery [29,05]
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Fig.11 Scientific Journals with an IF ≥ 7 (IF shown in parenthesis) on which IIT publications were published.
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Fund raising and Patents
We conclude this overview by summarizing information on fundraising and IIT patents. As of December 2010 IIT had 32 ongoing
European Projects, awarded through competitions on a European level. Moreover, IIT currently counts 1 winner and 2 finalists of
the ERC grants that represent the most selective group of research projects for young scientists at a European level. In addition,
close to 30 contracts and projects, private and public, national and international (Figure 12), have been granted. All of this results
in a combined portfolio of 16.5 Million Euro for external projects, with the likelihood to increase, as seen from the approval of
new grants between the end of 2010 and the beginning of 2011.
Looking at the activities of Technology Transfer, it is necessary to remember that the objective to develop and to yield
technology usually takes a long time, since it depends on the achievement of high quality laboratories and scientific results. The
possibility to develop and transfer innovative technology to the rest of the productive world does not exist without reaching
a certain scientific excellence in relevant fields and an international reputation high enough to attract investors and industrial
partners. In this way, IIT began to be productive and visible at an international level essentially because of the growth in the
number of patents recorded (Figure 13) and the numerous achievements of technological importance published and presented
at international conferences. One of them is the humanoid robot iCub that, in just a few years, became the most advanced open
source humanoid robotics platform with advanced cognitive capabilities. To date IIT has distributed 17 complete robots and
various components to other main European robotic laboratories with a growing interest in the USA and Japan. This achievement
results in the creation of the largest world community of humanoid robotics based on the IIT technology.
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Fig. 12 Distribution of projects financed with external funds.
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Fig.13 Number of IIT patents filed per year.

Going hand in hand with the growing structure, in 2010 some Technology Transfer initiatives arose as a result of the research at
IIT. They are pointed out below:
›› The development of a pain killer drug, ready for preclinical testing. (Department of D3).
›› Establishment of a joint laboratory between IIT and Leica Gmbh, for the development of the STED measuring system (Facility
of Nanophysics).
›› Establishment of a joint laboratory between IIT and Nikon Ldt, for the development of super resolution optical microscopes
(Facility of Nanophysics).
These initiatives are a testimony not only to the growing technological capacity of IIT, due to the complete implementation of
its structure in the last two years, but also to the growing attractiveness of IIT to leading global technological companies that
invest in IIT to create innovative products.
Generally, the objective of Technology Transfer is long term. This will reasonably consolidate over the next few years. The results
attained to this day are significant and indicate that overall IIT is heading in the expected direction.
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The IIT evaluation process
IIT is currently waiting for an assessment from a national agency of evaluation for universities and research institutes (the
ANVUR, Agenzia Nazionale per la Valutazione dell’Università e della Ricerca) but nevertheless has been subject to constant
evaluations from external panels composed of foreign scientists. Each year the IIT researchers produce a self-appraisal; the ones
from roles of high esteem (Directors, etc…) are evaluated by the STC. Moreover, the scientific research departments, facilities,
and centers are periodically subjected to an evaluation performed by external panel of experts.
In 2008, the first assessment was performed by the Evaluation Committee appointed by the Board of Trustees. The Committe
was comprised of experts from the scientific community, industry and consultancy. During the same year, the first scientific
evaluation was organized with an on-site visit to the three robotics departments (ADVR, RBCS, TERA). The panel was comprised
of experts from the University of Stanford, Karlsruhe, and from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
In 2010 there were three additional on-site visits: in July to the department of TeleRobotics and Applications (TERA), in
September to the Department of Robotics Brain and Cognitive Sciences (RBCS), Advanced Robotics (ADVR) and Neuroscience
and Brain Technologies (NBT). The panel was formed ad hoc and composed of scientists from the Universities of Stanford,
Harvard, Berkeley, Rockefeller, ETH-Zurigo, MIT and from the Roche Laboratory. The findings of the panel were overall very
positive, except in the case of TERA. For this department the yearly evaluation of the last two years showed that the group
failed to reach the set goals and therefore a deeper analysis done by an external panel was necessary. This panel confirmed the
lack of a high level performance, announcing the closure of the department by mid-2011. In the course of the year 2011 and
through the beginning of 2012 there will be on-site visits of the most recent structures at IIT: Nanophysics, Nanochemistry and
Nanostructures facilities and the department of D3.
We conclude this report remembering that to this day there are more than 30 scientific bilateral agreements signed by IIT with
Italian and foreign institutes (some being CNR, Istituto Tumori Milano, MIT, Korean Institute of Technology, etc.) and about 200
PhD students.
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